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Do welfare obligations end at the boundaries of the Nation State?I gratefully acknowledge discussions with other participants in the ARENA research program, and at the Oslo conference on "The Europeanisation of the Nation-State?" March 28-29 1995: Theo Barth, Alexander Cappelen, Kai Dramer, Lars Fjell Hansson, Knut Midgaard, Johan P. Olsen, Anne Julie Semb, Dan Smith, Bjørn Otto Sverdrup, Ulf Sverdrup, Fredrik Sejersted, Henrik Syse, and Bent Sofus Tranøy.
1 Introduction
Introduction Welfare states tend towards egalitarian principles of distribution of social opportunities and wealth.  Thus many citizens hold that a just society should not only allow them to meet their basic needs: the domestic institutions should prevent large inequalities of shares of power and wealth.
This domestic egalitarianism does not exclude a concern for foreigners: to the contrary, it is often coupled with a commitment to global regimes for the prevention of misery and deprivation.  However, obligations across borders seem to be less demanding: foreigners should not claim equal shares of income and wealth.
 The political borders of the state thus seem to delineate a sphere of individuals whose interests ground special, though not exclusive, claims on their shared institutions.  This paper focusses on this Priority of CompatriotsBeitz 1983, 593.Beitz, Charles R. 1983Cosmopolitan ideals and national s2979.  The Priority of Compatriots seems difficult to reconcile with the central moral assumption that all persons are owed equal respect.  Are we witness to -- and perpetrators of -- another case of unjustified bias, like sexism and racism, based this time not upon arbitrary 'natural' differences, but upon the social construct of the sovereign state?  How can we justify that the social construct of national borders diminish the claims others have on us?   If indeed we accept the priority of compatriots, what grounds are there for granting such normative significance to state borders: why should the basic needs of foreigners count, but not their further claims, eg. to equal shares?This topic, of the legitimate scope of egalitarianism, is currently the focus of much philosophical debate, most recently by Temkin (1995).Temkin, Larry S.1995Justice and Equality Some Questio4413
In addition to this philosophical worry, the changing role of political borders force us to reconsider the distributive significance of borders generally, and those of the nation-state and of world regions in particularVery recent philosophical contributions to a normative political theory of Europe include Ackerman 1994, Scheffler 1995.Scheffler, Samuel1995Individual responsibility in a Glo4396Ackerman, Bruce1994Political Liberalisms4371.  Globalization of trade raise perplexing questions about distributive justice within and across state and regional borders.  Political events on several continents change the legal -- and possibly normative -- impact of state borders.  
To illustrate, consider three important practical reasons for asking about the scope and content of welfare obligations with regards to the European Union.
* There is deep disagreement about the legitimate ends of the EU.  Some claim that the sole purpose and legitimate end of the EU -- as well as of the EEA treaty -- is to increase market efficiency.  Securing the four freedom of goods, persons, capital and services allow Pareto improvements.  Distribution of these benefits should happen according to prior endowment and bargains, with no further concern for where on the Pareto frontier the participants start out or end up.  Others -- including even the secular saints of European integration, Paul-Henri Spaak, Robert Schuman, Konrad Adenauer, and Alcide de Gasperi  -- would disagree, insisting that a united Europe should also provide some guarantees for individuals' welfare (Milward 1992, 318-344)Milward, Alan S.1992The European rescue of the nation-4395.  We must consider and assess the grounds offered for these conflicting judgments.
* We disagree about the extent of any such distributive commitment.  EU documents talk of 'convergence' of living standards and 'solidarity', but these terms must be specified: is the aim to eradicate dire poverty, or to go beyond that baseline, towards equal living conditions for all Europeans?
* In order to apply the Principle of Subsidiarity we must be clear on the legitimate ends of the EU and those of the member states.
The Community shall take action, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale of effects of the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community. 
(Treaty on European Union Article 3b)
May the EU institutions focus exclusively on market efficiency, leaving the distributive tasks solely to member states? -- thus respecting formal sovereignty, but possibly leaving states unable to fulfill the legitimate claims of citizens?  Or must the EU regimes assist, by regulating and providing regional transfers aimed at equality among citizens of different states -- invading formerly internal issues of domestic policies of states, in favor of a centralised federation without much leeway for national governments in the field of social policy?  The Financial Times (Aug. 8, 1995) insists that this issue deserves attention before the upcoming intergovernmental conference.
In this paper I wish to consider how -- and why -- shifting notions of sovereignty may affect the scope of application and content of principles of just distribution: the scope of our welfare obligations may legitimately be affected by state borders.  For this purpose we take for granted the egalitarian commitment of many welfare states, and pursue the international implications of this commitment.  In section 2 I summarize various arguments offered in favor of the Priority of Compatriots.  In section 3 I present several arguments against domestic inequality.  Section 4 argues that a further claim to equal shares, is a reasonable demand to make among citizens of democratic welfare states.  John Rawls' A Theory of Justice (1971) offers what is perhaps the most convincing defense of the liberal egalitarian welfare state.  However, his contribution takes as its prime subject domestic justice, leaving aside the implications for global distribution.  My defense of equal shares is compatible with Rawls' account, and it allows us, in section 5, to bring the arguments against inequality and for equality to bear on the issue of global and regional distribution.  I conclude that legitimate global regimes must secure the satisfaction of the basic needs of all, but not necessarily secure equal shares for all participants.  
In section 6 I consider some peculiar normative issues arising within the European Union, where states have partly pooled their sovereignty.  I suggest that the shared institutions of the EU support claims to equal shares among the inhabitants: the same egalitarian arguments appear to hold among them as hold among fellow citizens of a state.  Equal shares of political power, of social opportunities, and of income and wealth, among citizens in the EU is a requirement of justice, based on the nature of their social co-operation under the four freedoms.  Thus a legitimate EU may not be limited to maintaining a free market: 'real' convergence and solidarity within the EU must go beyond the alleviation of poverty, towards securing equal standards of living.  State sovereignty must therefore be restricted, for the benefit of central institutions aiming to secure equality. 
The claims to equality I sketch do not exhaust the normative relevance of political borders.  In conclusion, in section 7, I therefore note  countervailing considerations and further important areas of normative reflection regarding a theory of global distributive justice.  For instance, our concern for equality comes into conflict with another important of our interests: democratic self-governance, allowing a diversity of social arrangements.

2 Why should political borders matter?
Why should political borders matter? The distributive significance of borders can be justified normatively by two main strategies: the Priority of Compatriots may be regarded as a basic principle at a foundational level, or it may be a 'mid-level' distributive principle, in turn justified by appeal to other moral principles. 
a Foundational arguments
Foundational arguments The philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre represents one family of foundational arguments:  The nation state as prerequisite for personal identity and flourishing.  MacIntyre argues that the priority of compatriots is justified because the society shapes and maintains the individual's identity and status as a moral agent (MacIntyre 1984, 11)MacIntyre, Alasdair1984Is patriotism a virtue?2988. The nation is a project, a morally distinctive community among individuals with special obligations towards one another, justified by stories of a shared history and shared goals.  
One of MacIntyre's points is worth stressing: social institutions have a pervasive impact on our lives, in the 'structuration' of our preferences (Eisenstadt and Wittrock 1995)Eisenstadt, S. N.1995Revolutions and social theory4392, for better and for worse.  Human nature is pliable (Wollstonecraft 1792)Wollstonecraft, Mary1792Vindication of the rights of women4011.  
However, MacIntyre's approach fails to answer our questions.  MacIntyre does not provide criteria for identifying those states and societies which are deserving of patriotic support by their citizens, including criteria for legitimate distribution.  Moreover, MacIntyre's account, at least as developed so far, pays insufficient respect to foreigners, and to the shifting roles of the state and of European institutions in shaping the identity of individuals.  When conflicting stories and prophesies are offered, how should we assess them?  Furthermore, what should we make of those political borders which cut across nations?  These urgent issues are worthy of pursuit, but beyond the reach of MacIntyre's arguments.
Michael Walzer sometimes expresses another foundational argument in favor of Priority of Compatriots.  The nation state is the bearer of shared meanings, and hence serves as the ultimate arbiter of value (Walzer 1983, 28)Walzer, Michael1983'Spheres of Justice' - an exchange3907Though he is also prepared to agree that there may be values and norms which do not depend on the prevailing views of society (33)..  Walzer's account allows us in principle to acknowledge obligations to foreigners, though he is hard put to account for the existence of values which hold outside the own society:
The only plausible alternative to the political community is humanity itself, the society of nations, the entire globe.  But were we to take the globe as our setting, we would have to imagine what does not yet exist: a community that included all men and women everywhere.  We would have to invent a set of common meanings for these people, avoiding if we could the stipulation of our own values.  And we would have to ask the members of this hypothetical community (or their hypothetical representatives) to agree among themselves on what distributive arrangements and patterns of conversion are to count as just. (Walzer 1983, 29-30)
The political processes in Europe allow Walzer to argue from shared meanings:  There are shared institutions,  and some shared meanings, expressed in the European Convention of Human Rights and various EU treaties.   Alas, Walzer is silent on some of the issues which confront us:  the distributive significance of changing and emerging social institutions, where meanings are changing and emerging.  There are no shared meanings and understandings as of yet, -- indeed, our deliberation is motivated by the desire to settle some of these disagreements about principles of distributive justice for global or regional institutions.  
A more fundamental problem with Walzer's view is that normative argument should allow critical assessment of the social phenomenon of sovereign states, of social institutions and accepted practices.  Current acceptance by the population is not the final arbiter of legitimacy.  To be sure, critical normative argument start out with broadly shared values and commitments, but these shared meaning only provide a starting point, not the endpoint of theory (Cohen 1986)Cohen, Joshua1986Review of Walzer's Spheres of Jus3044.  Starting with those moral convictions and principles in which we have great confidence, we must seek to shape them into a coherent argumentative structure which may be brought to bear on those issues on which we are more uncertain, or find ourselves in disagreement with others.
I believe that a more fruitful way to proceed is to regard the Priority of Compatriots as a mid-level principle, itself to be justified on grounds acceptable to all. 
b Mid-level arguments
Mid-level arguments Equal respect seems to require that the interests of all must always be given equal weight.  
One line of argument would hold that the states system -- and, by extension, a regionalised world order -- is the most effective way to answer up to this moral obligation.  Thus Robert Goodin offers an Assigned Responsibility Model: National boundaries is a good way to divide up "the general duties that everyone has against everyone else worldwide." (Goodin 1988, 681)Goodin, Robert E.1988What is so special about our fello3056"The duties that states (or, more precisely, their officials) have vis-à-vis their own citizens are not in any deep sense special.  At root, they are merely the general duties that everyone has toward everyone else worldwide.  National boundaries simply visit upon those particular state agents special responsibility for discharging those general obligations vis-à-vis those individuals who happen to be their own citizens." (Goodin 1988, 681-82).  Another line of argument insists that special treatment of compatriots is itself an important interest; thus David Miller (1988) suggests that our psychological attachments may legitimately ground the priority of compatriots.  Jean-Jacques Rousseau made a related claim, that citizens must perceive that they receive special treatment, if they are to comply with the social institutions:
Do we want peoples to be virtuous?  Let us then start by making them love their homeland.  But how are they to love it if the homeland is nothing more for them than for foreigners, and accords them only what it cannot refuse to anyone?  (Rousseau 1755/1978, 221)Rousseau, Jean-Jacques1755/Political Economy4398
Miller, David1988The ethical significance of nation3064However, none of these approaches explain why legitimate states must have strong egalitarian tendencies.  I shall therefore pursue a different track.  We remain committed to the foundational principle of equal respect for all persons, committed to treating all as equals, but I shall deny that equal respect always requires equal concern for the similar needs of all.  
To be sure, the basic needs of all must be met.  Thus the vital interests of foreigners must temper any further weight we accord compatriots.  But honoring foreigners does not require equal shares.  Indeed, there are acceptable reasons for weighting the further interests of compatriots more than the interests of others.  In particular, I shall suggest that cooperation under social institutions generate special claims among the participants.  
John Rawls has explored such arguments "of reciprocity" regarding issues of domestic justice (1971, 1971b, 1993).  Several others have sought to extend those arguments to international relations: cf. Richards 1982; Beitz 1979; Barry 1989; Pogge 1989Rawls, John1971A theory of justice2950Rawls, John1971Justice as reciprocity2974Rawls, John1993Political liberalism3924Richards, David A. J. 1982International distributive justice3078Beitz, Charles R.1979Political theory and international3000Barry, Brian1989Theories of justice3217Pogge, Thomas W.1989Realizing Rawls2953.  

3 The case against inequality.
The case against inequality. Many important social institutions apply across national boundaries, and many groups of individuals and citizens of other countries are affected by domestic policies.  I shall suggest that egalitarian welfare obligations do not end at the boundaries of the nation state, but that they are legitimately affected by such boundaries.
I shall briefly discuss three grounds for lamenting inequalities, and, in section 4, offer a more detailed account of a fourth, more positive argument, in favor of equal shares of benefitsI here draw on Scanlon 1988, and Temkin 1988, 1993.Temkin, Larry S.1993Inequality4332Temkin, Larry S.1986Inequality3213Scanlon, Thomas M.1988Notes on equality3388.
 a Preventing misery
Preventing misery From the moral point of view, a set of institutions must be acceptable to all affected parties.  Surely, acceptable institutions must engender and distribute benefits so as to meet the basic vital needs of all.  The world order we live in fails dismally on this point: large economic inequalities within market economies prevent wage earners from acquiring food, and differences in relative political power perpetuates abysmal prenatal health care for the poor.  Such criticism of large inequalities engendered by social institutions are based on the paramount importance of our central interest in meeting basic needs.  However, this point does not amount to a general argument for equality: it is really an argument against drastic inequality regarding certain goods, insofar as we must remove these inequalities in order to alleviate misery.   
b  Preventing domination
Preventing domination In addition to basic needs, individuals have a legitimate interest in maintaining control over their own lives.  Large inequalities of wealth prevent the less privileged from exercising such control, and subjects them to the bargaining power of the powerful in various spheres of life.
I submit that it is objectionable if some individuals can control the lives of others, e.g. by drastically restricting their attractive options, leaving them at the mercy of the powerful.  Domination occurs when others can limit my range of options, or my ability to choose according to my interests.    Such distribution of control add avoidable risk to those risks we already face through nature and luck.  However, this objection to inequalities among individuals holds only when the inequalities yield outcomes that are clearly detrimental to some individuals' lives.  For instance, if others have very high income or own all employment opportunities, my interest in controlling my own life is subject to their will, and further restricted by the spill-over of economic power onto political power.  These effects of inequality of wealth constitute grounds for objecting to social institutions insofar as they allow differences in wealth with effects on our controll over other spheres of life.  Arguments from domination, eg those presented by Goodin, thus serves to ground claims to equality -- or rather, restrictions on inequalities --  of certain goods and powers.  However, such arguments are contingent on the impact of such inequalities for the distribution of control over individuals' lives.  Thus, this argument only holds against certain inequalities.

 c  Equal power for fair procedures  
Equal power for fair procedures One further grounds for equality is based on our interest in controlling the social factors that shape our lives.  Many distributive procedures require for their fairness a roughly equal distribution of procedural input levers: I submit that such arguments may be offered in favor of 
* equal rights to legal representation during trials,
* universal political rights, including equal rights to influence government policies and attaining offices through majority rule,
* freedom of the press, 
* freedom of association and speech, 
* limits on expenditures for political campaigns,
* access to educational institutions that are gate keepers to social positions.  
I submit that we may conceive of political power, positions of power, income and wealth as such procedural levers which affect outcomes.  Democratic institutions should disperse these levers of political influence broadly, and equally, among all affected parties, since relative shares of these levers often matter for the distribution of output benefits.  Other levers include wealth, access to education and political offices.  We must be skeptical about procedures which permit unequal shares of procedural levers when these inequalities skew the control over outcomes in favor of some individuals.
This argument for equality of procedural controls comes into play when relative shares of input is important for the output of the procedure.  But again, it is really an argument against certain kinds of inequality, rather than a defense of equal shares.


4  Equal Shares of Products of Cooperation
Equal Shares of Products of Cooperation The final reason for claiming an equal share of political power, opportunities and income draw on a particular view of social institutions and how they can be said to exist.  Behavior which is regulated according to public rules I shall call social practices.
For a social practice to exist there must be a set of rules, generally complied with and acted on by the participants in the practice, and this fact of general compliance must be common knowledge.  We may think of social institutions as the practices that are maintained by the use of legal powers: Sanctions enforce the public rules, and hence provide public assurance of general compliance; authoritative interpretations apply the rules to new or difficult cases.  Three aspects of these social practices are important for our purposes: The affect our life prospects deeply; they generate 'goods internal to the practices" -- namely legal powers; and these goods are created or constituted by the joint participation of all in upholding these institutions. 

a The impact of social institutions
The impact of social institutions Social institutions distribute important kinds of power among citizens, and thus have a large influence on our lives.  The system of law, the educational system, markets, the health care system and other social institutions create and distribute opportunities for joint action.  They reward certain abilities, permit certain conceptions of the good, reward certain kinds of effort, generate certain kinds of formal powers, and set side constraints on how the fruits of cooperation shall be distributed.  These constraints and background conditions thus have pervasive effects on citizens' plans and lives.   
The roles and positions I am born into affect my conception of my self, what I come to regard as appropriate roles, ambitions, duties and actions.  Institutions even affect how we value the possibilities that we have.  Social institutions such as the system of health care, the labor market and the educational system give us opportunities and thus expectations, and these expectations make us adjust plans, values and conceptions of the good.  
Mary Wollstonecraft stressed the role of social institutions in facilitating capacities to reason and deliberate.  If my expectations are sufficiently low, I will be satisfied with amazingly little. Thus, how social institutions should distribute power -- goods and burdens, possibilities and formal powers -- among citizens becomes an extremely important question.  This is especially true for political power.  The agenda for day-to-day bargaining among political parties is limited both directly eg. by constitutional constraints, and indirectly, affected by signals from influential groups whose consent will be needed to make agreements (Bachrach, Baratz 1962)Bachrach, P.1962The two faces of power4356.  The power to establish, maintain and change the social institutions -- political and law-making power -- is thus of the utmost importance, and one central topic for assessing whether the state is legitimate.
 
b Legal powers: benefits of social institutions
Legal powers benefits of social institutions Within domestic institutions, a wider variety of legal powers are constituted by the rules of rights of social institutions.  Political power, rights, and even income and wealth can be regarded as aspects of the rules which regulate social practices.  Money exist, to take an example, only within a social practice regulated by rules defining legal tender; ownership, freedom of speech, and political rights are likewise aspects of social practices which are only had when there are rules that are generally complied with.
 c Legal powers: products of cooperation
Legal powers products of cooperation The social practices -- and especially the social institutions which specify various allocations of rights -- are products of cooperation, created by the participating individuals.  A wide variety of legal powers are constituted by social institutions, i.e. by the general compliance with laws within a state.  Thus political power, rights, and even income and wealth can be regarded as aspects of the rules which regulate social practices, which all citizens participate in upholding.  Someone enjoys these powers and controls if and only if the participants in the practice generally recognize and act according to the rules specifying these rights.   Individuals and associations can further their interests by means of these rights only when the duty-bearers do their part in the social institutions.  A right is therefore a benefit of cooperation among a group of individuals: the right exists only when they participate in the social practice specified by that right.  When we rely on our rights and legal powers to further our interests, we benefit indirectly from the participation of others in the social institutions.  For instance, an individual who validly lays claim to certain objects as her property must show that she has acquired these objects according to certain public rules regulating entitlements.  Insofar as she has complied with these rules, the objects are clearly hers, and not anybody else's.  But her claim of ownership is only true -- and can only be made sense of -- because these rules of ownership are publicly known and generally complied with by those participating in that practice.  While her entitlements are hers, the entitlements are nevertheless entitlements only because others regulate their actions according to public rules.  
Legal powers are thus goods that are products of cooperation.  When considering how institutions should distribute these goods, I suggest that all participants in social institutions seem to have an equal claim to the political and other legal powers that arise. "Equal shares of products" is an appropriate standard.   
This complex view of social institutions provides an argument that citizens have equal claims on how social institutions should regulate the distribution of political power, income and wealth.  This grounds a claim to equal shares of these benefits -- unless unequal shares of certain goods may benefit all, eg. due to incentive effects.  Thus my account is congruent with John Rawls' theory of domestic justice, which insists on equal shares of political and civil rights, and equality of opportunity and income and wealth, but allows for unequal shares of economic goods only if such inequalities also increase the share to the worst off. 

5  Domestic equality, global inequality
Domestic equality, global inequality I have presented four reasons against domestic inequalities of various kinds, and for equal shares of goods.  Similar claims against inequality and for equal shares fail to hold globally.  Within the states system as we know it, governments enjoy broad formal powers of external sovereignty, as guaranteed by international institutions.  There are few if any decision-making body above it, and states will generally not intervene forcibly or dictatorially in one another's internal affairs.  (Bull 1977, 70Bull, Hedley1977The anarchical society3041)  Thus, the government -- and, in a democracy -- the citizens -- are formally free from external agents, to influence the social institutions which shape their lives.  This is not to deny, of course, that the range of alternatives is often restricted by natural facts and the actions of other powerful agents.  Still, I suggest that formal external sovereignty affects the standing of arguments for equality.
Market shares, oligarchic trans-national corporations, and structural adjustment policies affect a state's ability to determine its international and domestic policies.   Citizens' control over outcomes is reduced when they have little purchasing power relative to foreigners in international markets.  So a legitimate world order must clearly constrain global inequalities of income and wealth.  However, international inequalities in income does not determine the domestic distribution of control over non-material goods.  Domestic legislation can often insulate domestic political institutions from the impact of international economic inequality.  For instance, legislation may prohibit foreign funding of political campaigns, and bar the immigration of foreigners who outbid domestic applicants to education and employment, and regulate access to international markets.  Hence state sovereignty can serve as a buffer to reduce the impact of international income inequalities.
So the claim to international equality of income and wealth is not supported by the concern to maintain equal control in fair processes, as long as states enjoy formal external sovereignty.  Moreover, foreigners do not maintain the domestic social institutions of sovereign states.  So they cannot claim that they participate in shared institutions to the same extent as compatriots do.  These arguments for equal shares thus do not apply.

6 Equal Shares among Europeans
Equal Shares among Europeans I have argued that there are few grounds for requiring regimes to ensure equal shares of benefits of cooperation among citizens of different states at the global level.  However, the changing content of state sovereignty affects this conclusion.  Europeans cooperate under social institutions in ways that make claims to equal shares appropriate.
 
a Shared procedures
Shared procedures The four freedoms are gaining importance,Even though labor mobility appears to be low (CEPR 1993, 72-77)CEPR1993Making sense of subsidiarity how 4397 and an Economic and Monetary Union will have pervasive impact on individuals' lives.  Citizens are becoming more vulnerable to economic activity in other EU states, and must compete with foreign goods and workers.  Intra-European capital mobility seems to be on the increase (Tsoukalis 1993, 337Tsoukalis, Loukas1993The new European economy4399; CEPR 1993, 70)CEPR1993Making sense of subsidiarity how 4397.  Furthermore, domestic legislation cannot insulate domestic institutions and citizens from the power of other states.  States can no longer serve as shock absorbers between their citizens and the surrounding world.  Thus the argument for equality from fair procedures tends to apply to the EU as a whole.  
 b  Pooled sovereignty
Pooled sovereignty The argument for equal shares of products of cooperation also applies to institutions within Europe.  European regimes are maintained with mutual pooling of sovereignty:
* Individuals may petition the European Commission on Human Rights, and the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR) has generated European constitutional case law. 
* The EU can make law for member states, creating and maintaining regimes at the European level.  Domestic parliaments cannot insulate domestic political institutions from superior courts.
* Individual member states no longer enjoy a right to veto on many issues (1986 Single European Act).  
* Under EMU, governments will abandon the use of exchange rates as a policy instrument.  In light of these changes, I submit that citizens of the EU must be said to jointly maintain the social institutions of all member states.
These characteristics of the EU have several normative implications.  Welfare obligations go beyond national boundaries in Europe.  Claims to equal shares of economic benefits at the European level are plausible, due to the interconnected institutions of European states.  European markets cannot be allowed free reign without considering distributive aspects also.  Markets are permissible only within social structures that maintain background distributive justice over time.  Domestic markets should not be allowed to run rampant, in ignorance of the long-term distributive impact of market transactions among those with tradeable goods and services, and on those of us who can offer nothing to the market.  
Thus we should insist that arguments of solidarity, convergence and structural funds must be an integral part of attempts at creating an acceptable European market.  Unacceptable inequality at the European level cannot always be resolved by internal redistribution within each state, so regulation and international transfers may be needed.  Discussions of subsidiarity must consider not only how economic efficiency is best served, but consider a broader range of distributive concern and interests of citizens.
7  Challenges
Challenges In conclusion, I wish to make three comments pertaining to the implications of this view of welfare obligations beyond the nation state, again illustrated by the EU.
 a When is it legitimate to not join cooperative ventures? 
When is it legitimate to not join cooperative ventures?What are the normative implications of this view for distribution within the European Economic Area (EEA): the citizens within the EU and EFTA, now the EU and Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway?  
The general drift of my argument might suggest that all European states should join the EU moving towards an ever "closer and just union among the peoples of Europe".  I have discussed the conditions which legitimate cooperative arrangements must satisfy.  Similar conditions might seem to hold for the regime established by the European Economic Area Treaty, insofar as citizens become more mutually dependent, reducing national sovereignty.  However, this conclusion would be premature, for the following reason.  The criteria for just cooperative arrangements do not answer the question of when justice requires us to set up and maintain social institutions.  When is cooperation morally required?  
Surely, the commitment to respecting all as equals suggests that provision of aid may be called for even at some disadvantage to ourselves, but cooperation is not a general requirement of justice.  But membership in mutual benefit societies may not be a matter of justice -- unless free riding is at issue.   
Furthermore, it is not clear that the EU satisfies the conditions of a legitimate regime, thus shifting the issue to one of 'non-ideal' justicePogge (1995) offers a recent contribution to the perplexing issue of 'non-ideal theory'.Pogge, Thomas W.Three problems with Contractarian-4414.  Four grounds are worth mentioning: 
* It is not clear that there is, as of yet, a regime or general practice within Europe: 'variable implementation' is rampant, invalidating claims based on shared efforts in upholding a practice. 
* The treaties of the EU seem to violate principles of distributive justice among its participants, as I have explored here.  
* The EU appears to fall short of whatever requirements of democratic accountability are appropriate.
* Finally, there are reasons to doubt that the current EU policies are compatible with the claims of those outside Europe: migrant workers, refugees, and citizens of the third world.  
Whether the EU is the best available vehicle for discharging our distributive obligations is thus an imminently discussable issue.
 b  Resolving conflicts between equality and sovereignty 
Resolving conflicts between equality and sovereigntyThe need for inter-state transfers should not be overstated: it is not simply a matter of arriving at similar GDP per capita, since domestic distribution may be unfair.  It is unclear -- to say the least -- why global or European institutions should require citizens of other states to assist the poor of a state, instead of requiring redistribution within each state -- i.e. insisting that all states become egalitarian welfare states.  This is not to insinuate that international transfers are always illegitimate, but simply to underscore that sovereignty regarding domestic matters can come into clear conflict with trans-border claims to equality. 
Once we move beyond a global concern for basic needs, it becomes increasingly important, yet more difficult, to determine the limits to permissible variations concerning domestic institutions, within which populations should be free to determine their fates by participatory procedures.  It appears that we must temper individuals' claims to equality with their claims to sovereignty.
 c  Measuring inequality across state borders 
Measuring inequality across state bordersThe final issue I want to flag is how to measure living standards across state borders -- eg. within Europe.  How should we measure equality of shares?  Sovereignty makes it especially difficult.  Quality of life measurements within one state poses theoretical and practical challenges.  At the regional and global levels we must in addition deal with significant differences in national arrangements, insofar as we must identify and measure unacceptable inequalities.
Again, consider the European case.  There are several shared features of the welfare regimes of all European states, and there may be a trend towards convergence of European welfare regimes (Cochrane 1993, 240)Cochrane, Allan1993Looking for a European welfare sta4253 -- in part due to intra-regional mobility of workers.  Nevertheless, there are national and regional variations, eg concerning who cares for children and elderly, how pension systems are funded, and what counts as 'low' wages given different social institutions and modes of public provision.  Some of these differences, enacted democratically, are not a matter of more or less just arrangements, but of equally just ways of maintaining a public order.  These differences render it difficult to determine the relevant sense of 'equal' share. (cf. Daintith 1994, 152)Daintith, Terence1994Regulation, de-regulation and the 4393.  How can we determine whether individuals living conditions are equal under such different circumstances?  
An important task in working towards a legitimate world order is therefore to develop indicators of living standards, so that we as citizens can check whether justice is served: respecting legitimate claims to benefits, as well as claims to control our  own fate.

I have argued that welfare obligations do not end at the boundaries of the nation state.  The existence of state borders modify the claims we can make on social institutions, and the changing role of states affect the conditions of legitimacy for global, regional and domestic institutions.  These issues require careful, systematic deliberation: our need for a theory of global justice should be obvious.

Endnotes
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